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This general improvement in work quality during YEDPA in comparison bh earlier CETA programs was due largely to a 1979 report (U.S. leral Accounting Office, 1979) on the summer youth program and the :ensive monitoring of programs that followed. The report cited aerous problems in the summer program, notably the poor quality of pervision, the meaningless make-work Jobs to which the youths were signed, and the failure of work site Supervisors to require attendance
a condition of payment. The public outcries caused by this report Mpted the creation of an extensive monitoring System involving :ional and regional Offices, prime Sponsors and program operators, l the establishment of Standards for work site supervision, quality
work assignment, and time and attendance procedures. The sustained pressure from the national Office on local programs
establish and enforce Standards of quality in program operations and > capacity for self-evaluation that it created were important itributions to the youth employment and training System.
YEDPA RESEARCH;  THE YOUTH KNOWLEDGE DEVELOPMENT PLAN
The YEDPA research agenda, known äs the youth knowledge development m, was designed and administered by the national Office of Youth xjrams and implemented through agreements with local CETA prime msors and contracts with various public and private research agents l " intermediär ies." This effort consisted of various demonstration )jects and of research and evaluation studies of them and of some rmula-funded programs.
Two major factors constrained the design and conduct of YEDPA >earch activities: first, the competing demand, both nationally and :ally, to mount four new youth programs, at roughly double the level previous funding, within the extremely short time limits imposed by > initial 1-year congressional authorization; and then, second, the lands of the Vice President 's Task Force on Youth Employment for the jults of the YEDPA research. This section describes how, operating ler these constraints, OYP first designed the knowledge development m and then implemented it.
Design of the Plan
The YEDPA legislation provided the Department of Labor and its new :ice of Youth Programs with a mandate to test the relative efficacy
different methods of dealing with the employment problems of young jricans. The legislative concern with learning what works for whom 3 consistent with the frequently stated contention that decades of leral funding for similar programs had not yielded much in the way of Liable knowledge. The YEDPA research plan was designed äs a sys-natic exploration and assessment of alternatives for meeting the goal
knowledge developraent.

